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dedicated to excellence in education, the 

Christian formation of youth, and meaningful 

partnerships with family, community and the 
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Introduction 
The Kenora Catholic District School Board remains committed in ensuring all our 

students receive wrap around supports to ensure their emotional as well as academic 

needs are being met.  We are a faith based board and recognize that relationships are 

the key to student success.  In Achieving Excellence, the Ministry presents its renewed 

vision and goals for Ontario education.  Quality education, defined as the development 

of the whole person and not just academic achievement, is grounded in promoting 

positive mental health and student well-being.  Well-being is now elevated to the 

forefront of the Ministry’s mission and vision and inextricably linked to student 

success. 

 

Our Mental Health Strategy from 2016-2019 outlines how we built the foundations for 

mental health promotion and prevention programming for our staff and students, but 

also how we built, and will continue to build board capacity for earlier identification for 

mental health issues, strengthen the pathways of care in accessing community 

resources while also providing staff and students with the mental health awareness 

and literacy that they will need to care for themselves as well as others. 

 

Over the next three years we will continue to move forward with our vision of being a 

Relationship Based Board.  We know at the heart of school mental health is caring, 

supportive and healthy relationships.  It is through the power of small consistent, 

predictable and nurturing interactions that keeps kids in school and prevents violence 

in children and youth. 
 

 

 

“Spread love everywhere you go.  Let no one ever 

come to you without leaving happier”- Mother Theresa 
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Overview of Strategy 
For 2019-2022, we set out strategic mental health and well-being goals that are both 

aligned and integrated within Our Vision, Our Values.  The Aligned and Integrated 

Model will help guide our vision for promoting positive mental health from now until 

2022. 

                                                       

 
 

The strategy continues to be informed by the work of School Mental Health ASSIST.  

We know that if we continue to build the foundations and work together to support 

student mental health then we will identify and intervene early to prevent the onset of 

problems, improve student success academically and reduce the likelihood of students 

dropping out of school.  KCDSB recognizes that our staff do make a difference and at 

the heart of school mental health is a caring, supportive and trusting relationship with 

at least one adult in our schools for our students.  Healing comes from a network of 

people in life creating meaningful relationships. 

 

 

 

 

Well-Being 

Promotion for All 
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Our Mission and Vision 
Mission Statement 

The Kenora Catholic District School Board is a Roman Catholic School System dedicated 

to excellence in education, the Christian formation of youth, and meaningful 

partnerships with family, community and the Church. 

  

Vision Statement 

The Kenora Catholic District School Board is a Catholic School system that is faith 

driven and Christ centered.  We celebrate the Spirit within each of us through prayer, 

reflection, and our daily living.  We share the gifts that each of us has been given.  We 

support and uphold Catholic Christian values for each person in our community.  We 

share the joy that is found in learning together through academics, the arts and 

athletics.  We applaud effort and ability and encourage innovative thinking.  We invite 

all to share in our mission.  We are called to deliver our programs in light of the 

message of the Gospel. 
 

Vision 

We envision each of the partners sharing the responsibility for the vision in the 

Catholic education of our students.  

                                                                                                                     

We envision each of our students as:                              

 a discerning believer; 

 the future and the most valuable resource we have; 

 an effective communicator; 

 a reflective, creative and holistic thinker; 

 a self-directed, responsible, lifelong learning; 

 a collaborative contributor; 

 a caring family member; 

 a responsible citizen. 
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Relationship Based Schools 
Kenora Catholic District School Board is committed in its 

vision in becoming a relationship based school board.  

We recognize that in order to heal, we need to have a 

least one caring, nurturing, supportive relationship with 

a trusted adult.  We also recognized that our staff are 

our greatest resource in this approach and that their 

well-being is essential to this as well.  Staff who take care 

of themselves and feel safe, supportive and heard will be 

in a much better position to meet the individual and at times complex needs of our 

students.  KCDSB will utilize the Neuro Sequential model in Education (NME) to help 

build the foundations in staff capacity in understanding that each child, youth and 

family come with a story that is important and will help guide our supports to each 

student in a developmentally informed manner.   KCDSB continues to provide holistic 

wrap around supports to all our students and recognizing that the children, youth and 

families we serve are full partners in our vision of creating relationship based schools.  

Part of our vision for a Relationship Based School includes 

 A place where staff feel safe to take risk, where risks are 

celebrated and supported fully. 

 A time and place where staff needs as well as the needs 

of all our students are considered and met.   

 A place where collaborative, engaging work is 

encouraged. 

 Our jobs are to develop people NOT curriculum.  Where 

it is our work to develop human beings, at every level 

not just with our students. 

 A place where WHAT you teach matters but HOW and 

WHY you teach and learn matters even more. 

 We see all students as a curious, competent learner rich 

with potential. 
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Mental Health Action Plan  
MHA Capacity 
Building 

Evidence Based 
/Informed MHA 
Programming 

Equity for Specific 
Populations 

System Coordination 
and Pathyways 

Youth and Family 
Engagment 

Collaborate with 
system leaders to 
provide PD on 
Mental Health and 
Well-Being during 
ALL PD days 

Train more staff in 
Applied Suicide 
Intervention Skills 
Training 

Full implementation 
of the Joint Protocol 
for student 
achievement for 
children in care 

Develop a clear chart 
of internal & external 
pathways to care 
identifying what 
supports are 
available and how to 
access them 

Continue to reach 
out to youth and 
parents to be an 
active voice on the 
health action 

Continue to offer PD 
on a variety of topics 
related to MHA 
based on staff 
requests 

Roots of Empathy in 
K to 8 classrooms 

Continue to be an 
active participant on 
the Rapid 
Intervention Service 
Kenora Table to 
ensure children, 
youth and their 
families who are at 
acutely elevated risk 
get timely and 
responsive supports 
through the KCDSB. 

Health Action Team 
to continue to meet 
on a regular basis. 

Have information 
and tips sheets for 
parents on board 
website related to 
well-being and 
mental health 

Create staff website 
with mental health 
resources on a 
variety of topics 

Implementation of 
the FRIENDS program 
board wide. 

Continue to be an 
active participant on 
the FNMI advisory 
committee 

Participate on a 
variety of service 
collaboratives with 
community partners 

Offer parent 
information nights on 
a variety of topics 

Build staff capacity 
on a 
Developmentally 
Informed Approach 
based on the 
Neurosequential 
Model in Education 
concepts by Dr. 
Bruce Perry 

BRISC to continue to 
be offered to 
Secondary Students 

Use the NME model 
to support students 
who have 
experienced trauma 
in their lives. 

Community partners 
to continue to be on 
the health action 
team 

Reach out to parents 
on school council in 
our schools to 
explore what 
resources and 
supports parents feel 
they need in regards 
to student well-
being. 

Ongoing PD utilizing 
the SMH ASSIST 
modules (ADHD, 
anxiety, depression, 
mentally healthy 
classroom). 

Use of dogs during 
exams/EQAO and to 
support our tier 2/3 
students 

TAP classroom to use 
the NME model to 
support our tier 3 
students in a 
developmentally 
informed approach. 

Mental Health 
Champions will 
continue to receive 
specialized training 
and be the linkage to 
mental health 
programming and 
support for their 
respective schools. 

Establish a youth 
wellbeing team at 
the secondary school 
level 

Full implementation/ 
Sustainability of  
The Talk Today 
Program with CMHA 
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Long Term Goals 

Kenora Catholic District School Board remains committing to ensuring the foundations 

for mental health and well-being are firmly laid to ensure sustainability in 

programming.  KCDSB will continue to move forward with Relationship Based Schools 

approach working collaboratively with students, families and community partners.  

KCDSB will continue to utilize the Neurosequential Model in Education to ensure that 

we are meeting students where they are at developmentally and ensuring our supports 

are meeting each student’s individual needs.    

 

Engaging parents and youth in our mental health strategy over the next three years 

will continue to be a priority.  We know that our students do better when their parents 

are actively involved in their education.  We also know that when youth have a voice 

that is respected, heard and validated they are more engaged and connected with 

their schools. 

 

Mental health and well-being is very difficult to achieve without spirituality.  Catholic 

education views human life as an integration of body, mind and spirited.   Spirituality is 

instrumental in teaching our children to be honest, sensitive, make informed 

responsible decisions based on the moral conscience for the common good and a 

responsible citizen who gives witness to Catholic social teaching by promoting peace, 

justice and the sacredness of human life. 

 


